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Ready to move to the USA? Hereâ€™s the insiderâ€™s guide you need!Want to live, work or travel
in the United States? U.S. Immigration Made Easy has helped tens of thousands of people get a
visa, green card or other immigration status. Youâ€™ll learn:whether you and your family quilify for
a short-term visa, permanent U.S. residence or protection from deportationhow to obtain, fill out and
submit the necessary forms and documentsinsider tips on dealing with delays, denials and
bureaucratic officialsstrategies for overcoming low income and other immigration barrierswhere to
find the latest forms onlineand moreU.S. Immigration Made Easy provides detailed descriptions of
application processes. Thereâ€™s also an immigration eligibility self-quiz, which helps you match
your background and skills to a likely category of visa or green cardâ€”and avoid traps that might
destroy your chances.The 17th edition is thoroughly updated and revised to cover recent legal and
fee changes including new rights for same-sex couples and new opportunities expected based on
President Obamaâ€™s 2014 Executive Order. It also includes new chapters on deferred action for
childhood arrivals (DACA), the U Visa and other humanitarian remedies.
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U.S. Immigration Made Easy 17th ed. is a damn good reference book. It literally has everything
you'd ever want to know about every type of visa available. It's all here, in black and white, and not
in confusing 3ls legal jargon. There is a section on each visa and its process, and at the end of each
section there is a checklist with all the documents you would need.Organized, easy to read, and
easy to understand, this reference book makes the tedious and frustrating process of immigration
seem more doable and less overwhelming. Highly recommended.Note: If you're already in the
country illegally this book will not help you. JUST MOVE ON.

I wish I had bought this book sooner. "Made Easy" is tongue-in-cheek; US immigration and visa
procedures are Byzantine, costly, and unpredictable. It does appear that you can count on USCIS to
be hostile and arbitrary to anyone but tourists. Their phone number is unlisted. Sad.I don't know of a
better book on the subject for the general public. You may well need a lawyer, even for routine stuff,
and you'd better get a specialist.

Great general overview of the field without getting too deeply into the law for laypersons to follow. A
useful starting point for individuals curious about immigration law, though mostly aimed towards
assisting individuals looking to emigrate with very detailed checklists concerning the facts and forms
an individual will need.

I've used this book before in my non-profit legal work as it helps to explain or translate immigration
law and requirements in a simple and comprehending manner.

Really detailed and informative. Step by step guide.

Very comprehensive and deeply covered.

OK+. Could be more succinct.

Great condition!
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